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3. Choose the correct answer.
Excuse me, those are . . . seats.
A) us B) our C) ours D) ourselves
Test solution: To solve this test one is
supposed to know the usage of possessive
(adjectives) pronouns. As a rule, we use
possessive pronouns before nouns.
Correct answer: B
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 160;
Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan “New Fly
High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 127.

1. Choose the correct answer.
His office was in . . . busy little street.
A) a B) an C) the D) −
Test solution: To solve this test, one is
supposed to know the usage of articles.
Indefinite article is used before a singular
countable noun. If there is an adjective
before a noun, we use a/an before the
adjective.
Correct answer: A
Source: Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan
“New Fly High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 124; M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 121.

2. Choose the correct answer according to the
picture.
− What time is it now?
− ... .
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4. Choose the correct answer.
Javlon said that two heads are . . . than one.
A) good B) best C) the best
D) better
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the rule of the adjective, the
degrees of comparison, the comparative
degree, the superlative degree of the
adjective. So we can only use the answer D.
This is correct answer because the
comparative form of “good” is “better”. And
there is also one indication word “than” for
using comparative form of the adjective.
Correct answer: D
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 145;
Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan “New Fly
High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 124.
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A) It is five past eleven B) It is eleven
C) It is ten to twelve
D) It is twenty to twelve
Test solution: To solve this test, one is
supposed to know the arrangement of
numerals and time parts. The minute hand
shows five, the hour hand shows eleven. As
it is shown in the picture, the exact time is
five minutes past eleven.
Correct answer: A
Source: Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan
“New Fly High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 126; M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 152.
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5. Choose the correct answer.
The . . . moment in my life was on the day I
got married.
A) happiest B) happier C) happy
D) most happiest
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the rule of the adjective, the
degrees of comparison, the comparative
degree, the superlative degree of the
adjective. So we can only use the answer A.
This is correct answer because the
superlative form of “happy” is “happiest”.
And there are also indication words “The”
and “in my life” for using superlative degree
of the adjective.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 144;
Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan “New Fly
High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 125.

7. Choose the correct answer.
Have you seen my bag anywhere? I . . . for
it for ages.
A) have been looking
B) had been looking C) looked D) look
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the rule of Sequence of Tenses.
The verb in the first sentence is in the
Present Perfect Tense so the answer should
be in the Present Perfect or Present Perfect
Continuous Tense. We also have time
indicator “for ages”. Thus, answer A is the
only correct answer.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, pages 99-100.

8. Choose the correct answer.
Eating too much doesn’t let . . . weight.
A) losing her B) her lose
C) her to lose D) her losing
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the usage of Infinitive and
Gerund. According to the rule we use bare
infinitive after “let”. So the correct answer
is B) her lose.
Correct answer: B
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 41.

6. Choose the correct answer.
The policeman . . . for the thief.
A) is looking B) are looking
C) have looked D) look
Test solution: Translation of the sentence
helps you identify the answer. Also, the
word “policeman” is singular. So, you have
to choose Present Continuous. Answer A is
the only correct answer.
Correct answer: A
Source: Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan
“New Fly High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”
page 130; M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, pages 82, 264.

9. Choose the correct answer.
The exam was so difficult that the
students . . . answer most of the questions.
A) couldn’t B) may not C) can
D) should
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the use of modals and pay
attention to the sequence of tenses. The
first part of the sentence is in the Past
Simple Tense (was), so we have to choose
the answer A) couldn’t.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 24.
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10. Choose the correct answer.
In our country the academic year begins . . .
September.
A) at B) on C) of D) in
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the use of prepositions of time.
According to the rule, we use “in” with
months and years. So the correct answer
is D) in.
Correct answer: D
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 218;
Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan “New Fly
High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 127.

12. Choose the correct answer.
He has written an astonishing blockbuster,
... ?
A) hasn’t he B) has he C) doesn’t he
D) does he
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the use of tag questions. This
is a short addition to the sentence, asking
for agreement or confirmation. After
negative statements we use the ordinary
interrogative: You didn’t see him, did you?
After affirmative statements we use the
negative interrogative: Peter helped you,
didn’t he? Negative verbs in the tags are
usually contracted. There is an irregular
formation: I’m late, aren’t I? Note that
“let’s” has the tag “shall”: Let’s go, shall we?
The subject of the tag is always a pronoun.
The tag of “He has written” is “hasn’t he”.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, pages 287-288.

13. Choose the correct answer.
"I scored a great goal yesterday", said
Ginger.
Ginger said she . . . a great goal . . . .

11. Choose the correct answer.
He was born . . . eleven p.m. . . . March 26th
. . . 1987.
A) at/on/in B) about/in/from
C) at/from/till D) by/at/in
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the use of prepositions of time.
According to the rule, we use “at” with exact
time, “on” with days and dates and “in”
with months and years. So the correct
answer is A) at/on/in.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, pages 205, 218, 227;
Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan “New Fly
High English 5-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 127.

A)
B)
C)
D)

had scored/the day before
has scored/yesterday
did score/the day before
had been scored/the day before

Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the rule of Direct/Indirect
Speech. When we turn Direct Speech into
Indirect, some changes are usually
necessary. Indirect speech is usually
introduced by a verb in the Past Tense.
Verbs in the direct speech must be changed
into a corresponding past tense. Past
Simple changes into Past Perfect.
“Yesterday” changes into “the day before or
previous day”.
Correct answer: A
Source: Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan
“Fly High English 8-sinf uchun darslik”,
pages 25, 97; M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova
“Ingliz tili grammatikasi”, pages 299-307.
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14. Choose the correct answer.
If he . . . for London tomorrow morning
he’ll be there by the afternoon.
A) leaves B) will leave C) would leave
D) leave
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the rule of Conditionals.
Conditional sentences have two parts: the
if-clause and the main clause. If the verb in
the main clause is in the Future Simple, the
verb in the if-clause must be in the Present
Tense. It doesn’t matter which comes first.
Note that the meaning here is present or
future, but the verb in the if-clause is in a
present, not a future tense. Thus, the
correct answer is A) leaves.
Correct answer: A
Source: Lutfullo Jo‘rayev, Svetlana Xan
“Fly High English 8-sinf uchun darslik”,
page 100; M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, pages 316-317.

16. From the marked areas 1, 2, 3 and 4, identify
the one that is wrong.
Without (1) Jasur’s help (2), I
wouldn’t have been (3) able to moving (4)
the table.
A) 4 B) 2 C) 3 D) 1
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should have a wide range of knowledge on
sentence order, subject and verb agreement,
infinitive and gerund, word usage, etc. Here
are given four underlined marked areas. You
should identify and choose from the marked
areas 1, 2, 3 and 4 which one is incorrect.
There is a phrase “be able to do something”.
So the marked area “moving (4)” is
incorrect. It should be changed to “move”
without adding “-ing” at the end.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, pages 24, 320.

15. Choose the correct answer.
He . . . his exams if he’d learnt more.
A) wouldn’t have failed
B) hasn’t failed C) doesn’t fail
D) will not fail
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should know the rule of Conditionals.
Conditional sentences have two parts: the
if-clause and the main clause. If the verb in
the if-clause is in the Past Perfect Tense,
the verb in the main clause is in the Future
Perfect in the Past. It doesn’t matter which
comes first. Note that the meaning here is
past, but not present or future. It is Unreal
Past Conditional. Thus, the correct answer
is A) wouldn’t have failed.
Correct answer: A
Source: F. Rashidova “English 10-sinf
uchun darslik”, page 190; M.G‘apporov,
R.Qosimova “Ingliz tili grammatikasi”,
page 319.

17. Choose the correct answer.
There was only one room . . . so we had to
share it.
A) available B) decided
C) international D) popular
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should translate it first. Translation gives
you the best match for the correct answer.
The word “available” means “able to be used
or obtained”. The other answers cannot
coincide with the word “room”. Thus, the
correct answer is A) available.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, page 151.
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18. Choose the correct answer.
The box . . . only some old books and a few
pictures.
A) contains B) admires C) compares
D) publishes
Test solution: To solve this test, one
should translate it first. “The box” cannot
“admire, compare or publish”. But it can
“contain something”. Thus, the correct
answer is A) contains. The other answers
given above are considered incorrect as they
don’t make any logical sense.
Correct answer: A
Source: M.G‘apporov, R.Qosimova “Ingliz
tili grammatikasi”, pages 83, 281.

19. According to the passage, where was the girl
coming from?
A) home B) school C) hospital
D) bank
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked where the girl was coming from. In
the second sentence of the passage it is said
that the girl “was going home from school”.
Correct answer: B

20. According to the passage, which word
describes the girl?
A) sleepy B) ashamed C) lazy
D) helpful
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked to find the word describing the girl.
From the passage it is known that the girl
saved the boy and helped him. So the correct
answer is D) helpful.
Correct answer: D

Read the text and answer the questions
according to it.
It happened on a spring day. A girl of
about twelve was going home after school.
When she was approaching a river, she
suddenly heard cries. The girl hurried in
that direction and saw two small children
on a piece of ice. She immediately made up
her mind, and a minute later she was down
on the ice. Very quickly she reached the
children. They had calmed down a little
and she saw the smaller boy fall into the
water. The girl immediately lay down on
the ice and caught the boy by the hand.
Though it was very dangerous and she was
very tired, she continued lying in this
position until two men saw them. They first
carried them to a safe place on the bank
and then took them to the nearest hospital.

21. According to the passage, how did the girl
save the boy?
A)
B)
C)
D)

She kept him until the help came.
She pulled him out of the water.
She only cried for help.
She ran away to bring help.

Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked how the girl saved the boy. At the end
of the passage it is said that she “caught the
boy by the hand. . . ., she continued lying in
this position until two men saw them”.
Correct answer: A
Children on the ice
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22. According to the passage, who brought the
children to the nearest hospital?
A) nobody B) the two men
C) the girl D) the children
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked who brought the children to the
nearest hospital. At the end of the passage
it is said “the two men saw them . . . and
then took them to the nearest hospital”.
Correct answer: B

23. According to the passage, why did the poor
man hold the bread over the soup?
A) So the steam from the soup would
go into the bread.
B) So he could warm his hand because he
was very cold.
C) So the restaurant owner would get angry
and talk to him.
D) So Nasreddin would think about the
case for a little while.
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked why the poor man held the bread over
the soup. In the third sentence of the
passage it is said that “the poor man held
his bread over the soup, so the steam from
the soup would go into the bread, and give it
a good smell”.
Correct answer: A
24. According to the passage, why did the
restaurant owner take the poor man to
Nasreddin?

Read the text and answer the questions
according to it.
One day, a poor man, who had only one
piece of bread to eat, was walking past a
restaurant. There was a large pot of soup
on the table. The poor man held his bread
over the soup, so the steam from the soup
would go into the bread, and gave it a good
smell. Then he ate the bread.
The restaurant owner was very angry at
this, and he asked the man for money, in
exchange for the smell. The poor man had
no money, so the restaurant owner took him
to Nasreddin, who was a judge at that time.
Nasreddin thought about the case for a
little while. Then he took some money from
his pocket. He held the coins next to the
restaurant owner’s ear, and shook them, so
that they made a noise. "What was that?"
asked the restaurant owner. "That was
payment for you," answered Nasreddin.
"What do you mean? That was just the
sound of coins!" protested the restaurant
owner. "The sound of the coins is payment
for the smell of the soup," answered
Nasreddin.

A) Because Nasreddin was a judge
then.
B) So that Nasreddin could pay for the
soup.
C) Because Nasreddin was the man’s
relative.
D) Because Nasreddin would give them a
pot of soup.
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked why the restaurant owner took the
poor man to Nasreddin. In the passage it is
said that “the restaurant owner took him to
Nasreddin, who was a judge at that
time.”
Correct answer: A

The sound of coins
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25. According to the passage, what did Nasreddin
do with the coins?
A)
B)
C)
D)

26. According to the passage, what was the
payment for the smell of the soup?
A) the sound of money
B) the bag of gold C) the loaf of bread
D) the pot of soup
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked what the payment for the smell of the
soup was. In the last sentence of the
passage it is said that “The sound of the
coins is payment for the smell of the soup”.
Correct answer: A

He gave them to the restaurant owner.
He made a noise with them.
He gave them to the poor man.
He threw them to the ground.

Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked what Nasreddin did with the coins. In
the passage it is said that he “shook them,
so that they made a noise.”
Correct answer: B

Read the text and answer the questions
according to it.
Pets are important to many people.
Millions of families have dogs and cats.
Some families have other kinds of pets, such
as hamsters, lizards, rabbits and birds. But
some animals do more than just make us
laugh. We call these animals service
animals and they do work that helps people
who are lost or injured. Service animals also
help people who have disabilities. These
animals help people who can’t see or hear.
Rescue dogs use their sense of smell to find
missing people in the woods, or find them
after an earthquake. Guide dogs are special
helper dogs that help blind people walk
safely on busy streets and know when cars
stop so they can cross streets. Some deaf or
blind people are starting to use small horses
as guide animals. They are very steady on
their feet and can see very well in the dark.
And they don’t get tired very easily. Like
guide dogs, mini horses can go everywhere
with people to stores and restaurants, on
buses and planes.

A hamster
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27. What is the passage mostly about?
A) Wild animals B) Service animals
C) Animals’ origin D) Blind pets
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked what the passage is mostly about.
After reading the whole passage one can
understand that this passage is not about
wild animals, blind pets or animals’ origin.
It is about service animals, that help
people.
Correct answer: B

30. Which animals are NOT mentioned in the
passage as helpers for people in need?
A) rescue dogs B) guide dogs
C) mini horses D) big hamsters
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. This type of
question requires one to identify the animals
that are not mentioned in the passage as
helpers for people in need. According to the
passage, rescue dogs, guide dogs and mini
horses help people in need. But big
hamsters are not mentioned in the passage
at all.
Correct answer: D

28. According to the passage, what do blind
people use guide dogs for?
A)
B)
C)
D)

in order to shop wisely on the internet
in order to walk safely in streets
in order to sing loudly in concerts
in order to work slowly in gardens

Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked what for blind people use guide dogs.
In the passage it is said that “. . . dogs that
help blind people walk safely on busy streets”.
Correct answer: B

29. According to the passage, what are other
helping animals like guide dogs for blind
people?
A) funny rabbits B) mini horses
C) lazy lizards D) crazy birds
Test solution: To solve the task, one
should read it carefully. In the question it is
asked about other animals that help blind
people. In the passage it is said that “blind
people are starting to use small horses as
guide animals”.
Correct answer: B
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